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of us (F.A.D.) discovered a workshop and camp-site at Gowrie. three

,

miles west of Singleton, on the northern bank of the Hunter River. and in the territory

8

of the Wonarua horde of the Kamilaroi tribe. SiDce that date he has visited the site
regularly, and this paper is an analysis of the specimens that he has collected, and of
those gathered by both of us during a week spent in the area in June, 1943. The

collection, totalling 2,451 specimens. has been presented to the Australian 1\Iuseum.
This study is the third of a series analysing New South Wales industries.
The implements occur on a terrace about two hundred feet above the river and
adjacent alluvial flats. They are embedded in the top six-inch layer, which consists of a
fine silt and is lying upon a coal'Sf' gritty clay of great depth; at the base of the terrace
is a thick layer of water-worn pebbles_ On the northern side of the valley the implements
are particularly abundant on a tongue of land enclosed by a bend of the river at Gowrie,
and their occurrence was traced for about ten miles along the terrace and is probably
more extensive. Visits have been made to two parts of the terrace on the southern side
of the valley, ODe six and the other six and a half miles east of Singleton, and to another
section opposite Gowrie, about four nliles across the valley, and in each locality the
implements were found.
Mitchell (1838, 11, 14) described the Hunter valley as being thinly wooded and
bearing in most parts a good crop of grass_
This description still applies to the
terrace, but it has been cleared of trees where necessary for the grazing of cattle. It is
eroded by numerous natural drainage gullies running from its highest points to the
flats and river, and its margin consists of rounded hills and creek beds,' plateaus
round which the river flows, and high alluvial cliffs into which the river is cutting in
the great bends, as at Gowrie.
Materials.
The predominant material is chert of all shades of colour from cream to red, grey
being scarce.
Other materials commonly used are jasper, quartzite, porphyry, and
conglomerate. Igneous rocks occur among the river gravels at the base of the terrace.
and this deposit formed the source of the materials.
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Artefacts.
The 2,451 implements comprise 257 cores, 58 cores used as implements, 89 uuiface
pebble implements, 112 blocks, 15 tcorimi, 8 cleavers, 788 normal flake and blade
implements (including 89 eloueru) , 524 bOlldi points, 245 beometrical micl'oliths. and
Olle edge-ground axe blade. Attention should be drawn to the abundance of bonrli points
and geometrical microliths. and to the scarcity of elo·uera, 'Worimi, and cleavers, and
in these respects the analysis supports impressions gained on the stations when
collecting-. The composition of the industry at Singleton, in regard to the trimmed
coroid and knullPt>d implements, agl'et>i3 closely with that at north Cronulla (Boat Harbour
and Quibr:ly Bay, on tIw south coust of New South Wales (McCarthy, 1943, 131~33).
I
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The use of fine-grained stones such as those mentioned above did not cause the
makers of these implemeuts to diverge from their traditional types, as might be expected
from a comparison of their excellent materials with the poor quality, refractory rocks
used on the south coast of New South 'Vales (McCarthy, 1943, 129~30). Although the
techniques appeal' to have been the same in both areas, they are more specialized and
are morl;' clearly demonstrated by tlw artefacts at Singleton, where prismatic cores
bearing convergent flaking predominate and flakes and blades with faceted butts are
commonly found. It might be mentioned that the faceted butt technique was employed
mainly for the production of blades. and it appears frequently among the bondi points
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and blades used as scrapers and knives; it is rarely seen on blocks. Squat and stout
flakes with plain butts are well represented at Singleton.
On the cores the striking-platforms are formed by the usual methods, embracing
the removal of aIle or more flakes. the use of the cleavage face OIl block cores, and the
use of the flat crust all some of the pebbles. Multi-platform cores are also formed by
the use of Olle 01" more knapping faces as striking-platforms, and several cores of this
type have been worked progressively, that is to say, the end of the knapping face has
served as a second striking-platform when it was found by the knapper that it was
not possible to strike a narro,\' hlade the full length of the original face owing to a fault
in the stone (Fig". 74). The napping face is at an ang"le varying from 70- to 85~ to the
striking-platform.
The industry is a mixture of symmetrical flakes and blades, and of squat and stout
flakes. Slender syu:ll1letl"ical blades trimmed back to the central ridge or to the first
ridge from the margin, and asymmetrical blades, were struck off for tile making of bOlldi
points. Blades of both types were utilized for el-ouera. The· innel: platform angle on the
normal flake and blade implements varies from 95" to 135
and mostly between
110 and 120". Trimming and ret.ouch on the various implements are the same as all
South Coast stations.
Although suitable pebhles are abundanT in the l'ivt:'l' pebble layer at the base of the
terrace, they were not used as hammers tones as cOlllmonly as: one would expect, and
only one broken pebble hammerstone was found. Signs of percussive use are common
on trimmed coroids, blocks and uniface pebble implements. Flake fabricators are poorly
J't"l'l'esented, only eleven specimens being collected. and no bone or shell implements
occurred.
'Vhen collecting we sometimes came across a core and set of flakes left by a knapper,
among which were trimmed flakes and up to as many as flfteen geometrical microlitlls.
Similarly. up to six bondi points were found in a group. Both the lllicroliths and points
appear to iJe unused. At one station, one of us (F.A.D.) recorded finding [orty·three
geometrieal microliths and eighteen bon(ii points, but as a general rule the latter are
more abundant than the former, and both types are scarce in some sections wherE' cores
and flakes are abundant,
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long, and bears step-chipping in a shallow notched style on both lateral margins and one
end. Three have straight trimmed margins at one end. The concaves are 1-4 em. wide
and several are worked back under the edge; one has a concave on each lateral margin.
There are five rounded noses and one triangular nose. One keeled specimen is a rolled
and heavily patinated elongate piece of chert 8 eIll, long, bearing a sharply trimmed
nose between two concaves at one end, but tbe chipped area is not patina ted.
A series of what appear to be thin discoid bif£ce implements (Fig. 77,'l are in
reality core nuclei which have been skilfully knapped on both sides. They are from
3-4 cm. long, and have from two to four striking-platforms, those on one surfat'e being
at a different angle from those on the other; alternate flaking is shown by the flake
scars where there is a platform at each end of 011e surface. Most of them beal' secondary
trimming on various parts of their margins.
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Coroids.

Core....
A splendid series of cores ranging from small nuclei 2 cm. long to large lumps 11 em.
long from which a few flakes only have been kllapped. Those with one striking-platform
are in the majority, followed by the multi-platform group, while those with two opposed
platforms (Fig. 73) are in the minority. There are numerous nuelei in the multi·
platform group. The 81 prismatic cores (Figs. 71-72) are from 2·5 to 6 cm. long; many
are pyramidal in shape. tapering from the striking-platform to a sharp edged or pointed
distal end. 01' to another platform. and some have a crust surfaee opposite the kndpping
face.
It might be noted that most of the prismatic cores fall within the range or
sizes of the boncli points and, as they bear long narrow flake scal'S, are probably point
cores. There are two cores with semi-discoidal and two with discoidal uial'gins knapped
from upper and lower surfaces. and they are from 3 to 5 em. in greatest diameter. The
eight conical cores (Fig. 12) have a cleavage face as their striking·platfonu. and they
are from 6-9 em. in greatest diameter; several of them are similar in many l'espet:ts
to the horse-hoof type (Tindale, 1937. 52, fig, 15) of the interior or Australia. Globular
cores are not represented. apparently because the homogeneous materials permitted tht'
knappers to prepare ,...ith ease a prismatic or other variety of core with the knappiuK
face at a suitable angle to the striking-platform. Tortoise cores are also abseIlt. Ther\:'
are two pebble cores knapped at one end, each with one striking·platform (McCarthy,
1943. 135).
('!Jre.~' used (IS imlJlement~.-The majority are small nuclei from 2'5-7 em. long.
which have been utilized on various parts of their margins. Oue is shoe-shaped. 12 eIll.
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5, Split pebble implement.
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Nudeijorm b1lrinates.~Two

specimens, of which one is narrow and one is broad.

are 3 em. long, and a third oue (Fig. 70) is 8 em. long.

The burinate edge is formed by

one spall on two, and two spalls

The two short specimens bear

011

the other one.

trimmed scraper edges on their margins. They conform to the group classified by
Noone (1934. 84, fig. 2. f) as A~..gpalled, VI-vertical spalls from margin and face, with
horizontal platform.
T./niface pebble implements.

This forms an important group in the industry, and the series includes all varieties
hitherto described in New South 'Vales. They are made of chert 01' quartzite. and show
finer flaking and trimming than those from coastal sites where coarse materials were
used in tiwir manufacture: the steeply slop~d working face is often heavily workf'd with
long spall-scars and fine retouch, and the edge may be serrated or notched in outiine
when viewed from the lower surface. In shape they al'e round, oval, rectangular, and
triangular. often flat on the lower surface and convex on the upper surface. Some are
l)l"oad and long but comparatively thin, others are short, thick and squat, and some are
as small as -I x 4 x 1 em. In thickness they range from 1 to 6 cm. Most of them are
flat on both surfaces. and a few are keeled, thus retaining the original form of the chert
pebbles. It is not possible to distinguish a crudely flaked from a carefully trimmed
series because they all belong to the latter category. The end and lateral varieties
predominate. and the other varieties are scarce. Remarks on the specimens. classified
according to the working edges, are as follow:
One 1,u.teJ'ol mm·gi,n.-The working edge is from straight to convex on twenty-three.
and concave (Fig. 3) on six. One (Fig. 8) bears a broad nose, 3·5 cm. wide. with wide
('.oncaves on each side, in the middle of its trimmed margin, and one. triangular in shape;
has a small rounded nose. 6-12 em. long.
End (Figs. 2. 7).-The working edge, 2-10 em. wide is from stl'uight to convex on
eight, coneaYe or notched on six. Three have a well trimmed nose and a piercer-like
pl'Ojection. Six are triangular in shape. Oue (Fig. 6) has a keeled lower surface, and
both margins of the V-shaped end are trimmed. 5---12 cm. long.
One end and one or both lateral margin-.....-Foul' are unilateral and end, one of
which is .a thick high-crowned lump with its trimmed margins at right angles to one
~lUother and is similar to a specimen from Port Kelllbia figured by McCarthy (1943. 136,
Fig. Srt). Three are bilateral and end, and two are bilateral. TW(l bear concuves and
a nose on the same margin. One is triangular in shape. 6-11 em. long.
U1I'ifar:e.-Two discoids (Fig. 4) trimmed all over one surface, 6 C!II. ill diameter,
and made of chert. There is one lwcl/e-courte, or one end of a larger illlplement. which
shows the characteristic technique of the Sll1lwtra-type; it is made of a grey igneous
rock and is
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wide.

071 eclge 0/ cleurage face (Fig. 5).-Foul' are unilateral. three
bilateral. and one lateral and end trimmed. and all have convex working edg-es. 10-14 em.

Split-pebbles trimmed

long.
II. Blocks.
Crovll.-Amo n g those with from straight to convex (Fig. 76) working edges. eight
~\l.e 3-6 em .. ten are 7~11 cm., and fOUl", which have well trimmed semi·di8coidal
(Fig. 111 and discoidal edges, aI·e· 8-10 em. long. One of the latter is rectangular. and
is trimmed on adjoining margins. One (Fig. 22) is tongue-shaped, high-crowned, and
trimmed along both lateral margins and distal end, with a plain butt~platforI1l. Two are
pieces struck from prismatic cores, olle of which has a steep·faced working edge at
one end, and the other has a trimmed oblique edge.
Those with concaves, which are 1-3 em. wide, range from -I to 1ii em. long, and
form an irregular series.
The concaves occur on semi-discoidal edges on several
specimens. Olle tongue·shaped example has a long sloping face. and is trimmed all
round its margins excepting the butt, and at the distal end there is additional trimming
('In the edge of the eIeavage surface, tIlUS formillg a biface margin. The lan~·est specimen,

15 cm. long, is oval and domed in shape, and has two step--chipped cOllcaves. one 6·5 ClU.
wide and 3'5 cm. deep, the other 3 cm. wide and 1 cm. deep. Another domed specimen
7 cm. long has a shallow concave 3'5 cm. long.
The nosed series bear from one to three noses 0'5-3 cm. wide. One is of particuh:n'
interest; it is a bean-shaped block, bearing at one enq.· a sharp peaked nose, 1),5 em. long,
between two concaves each 1 em. wide, and an additional nose forms the corner round
which the trimming leads to the lateral margin. One (Fig. 75) is 5 cm. long, and has a
narrow prominent nose 1·25 CIll. long set between two deep concaves on its lateral
margin. 5-10 CID. long.
Keeled.-The majority are longer than wide, but they do not contorm to any
particular or uniform shape.
Among those with straight to convex working edges seven are 3-7 c111 .. and seven
8-13 cm. long. Eight have semi-discoidal trimmed margins, two of which are oval and
domed with two trimmed lateral margins, and are 7·5 and 12 em. long. One (Fig. 10)
is tongue-shaped, has a median keel and a plain butt. and is trimmed along bl)th lateral
margins and the distal end.
The concave series comprises eleven small blocks 4-7 cm., and eleven heavier lumps
7-15 cm. long. The concaves are 1-5 em. wide, and extend the full length of the margin
on some specimens; they occnl' mostly on lateral margins, but five are on end margins.
while straight to convex trimmed edges occnr on other parts of the margins.
One
narrow piece, 10 em. long, has a concave 3 em. wide worked in·to the distal end of its
outer erust surface.
.
In the nosed series, from one to three noses are present, and they are either
fiattened, ridged or steeply convex on the trimmed surface. One, 7 cm. long. has a broad
ro?nded nose on one end of its butt·platfOl'ID.
One is triangular, with two long
trImmed margins leading to the nose and is of the borer type. The largest specimen is
rect~ngular, has a median keel, its trimmed end and lateral margins form a right angle,
and It bt;oars two ridged noses on two corners. One has the trimming extended across
the edge of the butt-platform to form a broad concave edge leading to a rounded nose
2 cm. wide. 4-8 em. long.
. Worimi.-Eight are normal blocks 7-11 crn. long. with the chord or thin margin
trImmed from the cleavage surface along OIle lateral margin and end on six specimens,
and on t'o"O lateral margins and end on the other two. One has ridged peaks 011 three
comers which appear to have been used for graving, and several conca yes. On three
(Fig. 1), S-13 em. long, which have been quartered off large pebbles, there i~ an outer
crust and an inner c·leavage surface, and they are trimmed from the former': they are
similar to the example from Crescent Head figured by McCarthy (1941, 24, p1. vi. fig. 11).
Two have long; slightly concave edges, and Ol1e has a broad concave beside an equally
wide nose. each 3 em. wide. One, which is 10 em. square, has a deep concave -I em. wide.
a trimmt;od nose 1·5 cm. wide, and another concave 2 cm. wide in that order on the same
margin. One, which is 7'5 cm. long, has a notched edge of three noses and four com'aves
on its lateral margin and a trimmed convex edge on the adjoining end.
It might be mentioned that. the u~oTim i is a chopper of triangular section, usually
made from a bhwk. Its relationship to the lateral~edged uniface pebble implement has
been discussed by McCarthy (1943, 138-9).
Some specimens bear a superficial
resemblance to the eluuera, and it is not possible to distinguish the two groups by
minimum and maximum dimensions; the essential difference is that the Inn'imi is a
chopper and its principal working edge is the chord or thiu margin, whereas the elonenl
is a scraper-knife tool \vith the most pronounced trimming on one 01' both edges of its
thick margin.
III.

Cleavers.

There are several interesting pieces in this series of large slices knapped fl'Olll
pebbles. Two have evenly trimmed convex edges, one is serrated and concave, and one is
notched. in a group 8-10 cm. long. A large oval specimen 14 em. long has a flaked and
trimmed convex distal end, one of the sallle size has two concaves on its lateral mal'gin~
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IV.

Normal Flake and Blade Implements,

The chert and jasperoid rocks predominate among the mat.erials used in this group.
ikl'apiug {wd Gutting edges.

10

Elollera.-The three varieties defined by MeCarthy (1943. 139~40. fi;:{s. 1"j~19) are
evenly represented in the series. Scraper trimmin.g is present on the chord (Fig. 19),
which is often slightly concave, on forty·five specimens, a relatively high proportion, of
which there are fifteen in each variety.
Knife and saw edges are present on this
mal'gin on the majol'ity of the remainder.
Secondary uses are limited to coneaye
and nosed edges. Remarks on the varieties are as follow:
(1) One of chert. 7 em. long, is heavily retouched along both edges of the thick
margin. Three have concaves on the edge of the thick margin. Ten are less than 3 (~lll.,
the balance up to 7 cm. long.
(2) Five have concaves un the thick margin and one on its distal end.
Several
{Fig. 16,l have scraper trimming limited to the distal end, but show knife use on the
chord. The largest elouera (Fig. 13) of the collection is in (his group; it is 8·5 em.
long, ot' equilateral triangular section 3 em. wide, notched and scraper trimmed on the
chord with a concave ill the middle, and the butt is rounded but nut trimmed. Another
specimen has three notches on the chord. Seven are less than 3 cm., the balance up to
8'5 cm. long.
(3l On six specimens is a narrow, rounded edge fOrIned 1}y long narrow spall-scars
at the distal end, which could have served as a nosed gravel,. One has a concave on
the outer edge, and one on the inner edge, of the butt-platform. Dne (Fig. 15) has a
trimmed nose and concave at the distal end. One has a concave on the distal end. Oue
is hal-shaped in outline. One (Fig. 14) has concaves on both margins. Ten are less
than 3 cm., the balance up to 7 cm. long.
Ftilizl?d.-The flakes and blades in this group exhibit scraper and knife use on
various parts of theil' margins. Six are blades. The largest example is oval and has
an outer crust surface. One is like a broad, flat elQuent- and has a long knife mal'gin,
with serrated trimming on the opposite and thicker margin. One is a blade 4 cm. long
with one knife and one scraper margin. None has a faceted butt. There is a concave on
·one thin blade. 4-9'5 cm. long.
Scraping edge.

Side.-A mixed series of blades and scrappy flakes, some of whieh are thick. and
many are well used and carefully retouched.
Seven (Fig. 83 J al'e abrupt trimmed

12
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'rang-erl deaver.
1(1, hedl:d hhwk, douhle side and end trimmed.
hl(j("k, .send-di;.;('oidal edg-e. 1:2, Conic-al l:ore.
(llnE'-half natural .size.)

and one 11 em. long is a discoid cleaver.

11. Crown

One has the outer edg-e of its butt-platform
trimmed, and a concave on t.he adjoining margin,
The most interesting specimen (Fig. 9) is tanged in shape. 15 cm, long and 3 em.
thick; the trimming extends round the broad concaves on each side of the tang, which
is 8 em. wide, and across the convex blade end, which is 17 em. wide. The trimming is
done from the inner or cleavage surface on one margin of the tang, and fmIll the outer
or crust surface on the other margin; the same reversal of trimming occurs on the
blade E'ud. It weighs 1 lb. 6 oz. Although in outline this sppcimen resembles the
tanged implements described by Casey (1934), it does not belong to this group, which
are all cOl'oids and much heavier.
They are, in addition, finished off by hammerdressing and polishing, and it is obvious that this specimen was not intended to be
treated so carefully.

blades 3-5 em. long. Oue (Fig. 17) is a segment with a crust back. Only fOUl" have
faceted butts. Forty are less than 3 cm., the balance up to 7 e111. long,
Side und end.~Nondescript flakes have been utilized in this group.
One keeled
specimen (Fig. 18) has a nose·like cornel'. One has a faceted butt. This group is well
r~pl'esented among the concave and nosed scrapers.
Three are less than 3 em .. the
ba1ance up to 7 cm. long.
Double sitle.-Nineteen have both lateral margins trimmed from the inner face, and
four of these are pointed flakes. Six (Fig. 20) are trimmed on one margin from the
inner fact;: and on the other margin from the outer face, Oue is a plunged flake trimmed
from the outer facl?'. None has a faceted butt. Six are less than 3 em., the balance up to
5·5 cm. long.
Double .side and end.-Eleven are tongue-shaped, three semi-discoid, two trapezoid,
and foul' irregular flakes. The majority are thus carinate scrapers. One has one concave
lateral margin and end worked from the inner face, and the other lateral margin is
worked from the outer face. Several bear tiny noses. Two have faceted butts. Three
are less than 3 cm., the balance up to 8 cm. long.
Distal end.-In the straight-edged series the trimmed margin is transverse (Fig. 23)
011 the majority, and oblique (Figs. 24, 78-81) on twellty·six specimens, the latter
forming a well marked variety. Five are less than 3 em., the balance up to 6 cm, long.
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Mli~fo;l·)I.

In the convex-edged series (Fig. 28) three are duckbills 2-5'5 em. long. and seven:
(Figs. 25-26) are microlithic thumbnail scrapers. One (Fig. 21) is a semi-discoidal tufa
type, 3 em. wide. and it has a steep-faced, step-chipped working edge wider than the

Fig.;:-. l;;_;\!f. __ ]:I_]lj, 1!1, Eluuenl.
17. ~illt: scra)Jt'r.
l:-i, Sidlo-' an(1 (·1111 :-<eraper.
::t!. [loull!tside scrapE-I'.
21, Tlr/o.
__ , Side and end trimmed l,Juck.
2:1-2~. Ili:-:tal end SCTHjWr;.;.
2:1-:l2.
:-;cnlJH:·r~.
:-;:{, :l:;, Doul)]", em] ~("rallen'. :n, :;1;, :\!l, H.'tTatul hladt'~.
(Two-third;.:
natural !<ize.)

Butt end

butt-platform. One ogival-shaped example (Fig. 27) is worked from the inner face
half-way to the middle of the end, and from the outer face along the other half of the
margin. A series of specimens with faceted butts includes five elongate narrow blades:
the trimmed distal end is straight on two, oblique on two, convex on two. and concave
on two. Eighteen are less than 3 cm.. the balance up to 7 cm. long.
Blltt en d.-Eight are trimmed, two obliquely (Fig. 32; on the inner edge of thebutt·platform. Thirteen are trimmed on the outer edge (Fig. 30). and although some of
them have faceted butts, they appear to bear additional retouch and signs of use. One
has the trimming at the upper edge of the scar-face adjoining the butt-platform, and the
edge is concave. One (Fig. 29) is beautifully trimmed along both lateral margins. whici:
are straight, and on the inner, slightly concave edge of the hutt-platform; it is 5 ern.
long. Five are less than 3 cm., the balance up to 8 em. long.
Con car e.-Only four have faceted butts. Some are segments with a CI'Ust hack.
The variation in the widths and depths of the concaves indicates a wide range of uses,
and the various kinds are shown in Figures 40-48. Remarks Qn the varieties are as
follow:
(a) Lateral m(/,.gi1I.~Thirteen have the concave on a thin margin. but au the
majority of these it is worked back to form a thick, strong edge. Several concaves are
on delicate flakes. Seven have the concave adjoining the butt-platform (Fig. 41). The
concaves range from 0·5 to 3 em. wide, and up to 0·75 em. deep. Some are on blades. hut
the majority are on nondescript flakes.
Many bear additional trimmed convex and
straight working edges. Ten have two concaves on the same or on opposite margins
(Figs. 40, 46-47). One has a long trimmed convex edge betwef'n two com'aves. Tt'll are
side and end scrapers in addition to their concaves. Eleven (Fig. 45) are less than 3 enL.
the balance up to 7 cm. long.
(b) Distal eml.-Twelve blades (Figs. 42, 44) have narrow concaves from 0'5 to
1 em. wide, with peaks on both sides, occupying the whole o[ the end margin. and on
one of these the COlH:ave is 2 em. wide. Fifteen have can caves up to 2 em. wide on a
longer end margin, five of which are broad blades: olle of the latter is a rhomboid. with
a narrow concave in the middle of the distal end. Foul' are side and end scrapers in
addition to their concaves. One large flake, with crust onter snrface, 9 em. long, has a
concave 2 em. wide. Several are blades with a faceted butt and distal end eoncave. :Kine
are less than 3 em., the b~lance up to 4 em. long.
(e) Lateral margin and (l'istol end.-MQst of the ('(meaves al'e abollt 1 em. wide, hut
two are 2'75 tIll. One (Fig. 431 is a narrow blade, with a concaYe 2 em. wide <l.l:ross
the distal end, and it has another one of the same width on its lateral margin. Que
has three concaves on one lateral margin, and one on the distal end. One has a COllell.Ye
on each of three of its four margins. The twelve examples are mostly irregular flake".
Five hear three 01' more concaves scattered round their margins. Six are less thaIl
3 em., the balance up to 5 em. long.
(d) Butt encl.-Six (F'ig. 30) have the COIl(:ave on the inner edge. and one on theouter edge, of the butt-platform. The concaYes range [rom 1 to 1-5 em. wide. Three
have trimmed straight or convex edges at the distal end. Three al'e les~ than :3 em ..
the balance up to 4·5 em. long.
(e,l D(J1tble encl.-Five specimens of small size, 2-3'5 em. long. Olle tFig. 33) hag a
toneaye on the distal end and an oblique straight edge on the outf'!" edgf' of the bui:t~
platform. Two have a concave on the inner edge of the butt-platform. one of whieh ha;:;
a trimmed straight edge, and the other a coneave with two small noses. at the di."cil
end. Due has a COllcave on the outer edge of the butt-platform and a trimmed straight
f'dge at tlw distal pml, and it is wider than long. One has a ConCHye at pat')) pnd, but it
is a poorly shaped rounded flake.
All exceptionally interesting specimen (Fig. 35) is almost square in shape. and
3 em. long. Tile butt is 1 CIllo thick, and is formed by two eon verging and faeeted erlge:;
of scar-faces, one of whieh is heavily trimmed from the outer face. and the impact
spot is opposite their junction. One latel'al margin is a knife edge. and the other lateral
llJargin and distal find arlO' scrallE'r-edgf's trimmed from the innN face.
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Nosed.-The nose is triangular on thirty~four spedlnens and is rounded on the
buICluCE'. Tlw typE'S of noses are shown in Figures 38, 49-56. Sixty-two have one nosp.,
and the remainder two or more. Only twelve are blades. the others being irregular
ftakes. On two the trimmed margin is almost completely discoidal, and on ten it is
semi-discoidal I Fig. 38). Three are thkk flakes with a rounded nose fonning their
jj"tal ends (Figs. 49-50 J. One (Fig. 52, is a carinate scm per with two noses. Two
(Fig. 51) have long narrow noses projecting from the lateral margin and are of the
borer type. Oue has noses. bounded by pairs of concaves, at each end of a trimmed
straight margin. and two more noses separated by a concave at the opposite end. One
resembles a specimen from Lake IllawalTa (McCarthy. 1943. 143. Fig. 30J; it is an
elongate tapering blade, with a nose at the apex. and two small flakes have been removed
a.t the base of the nose, the latter being 0·75 cm. wide and long and suitable for boring
use. The llose projects up to 0·75 cm. from the margin. but 011 the majority up to 0'5 em.
(mly.
Some bear untrimmed sharply-pointed pl'ojectiolls in add it ion to the nose.
Twenty-five are less than 3 em.. the balance up to 10 em. long.
A distinctive variety has a straight-edged rectangular Hose (Figs. 55-561 projecting
sharply from the margin, with the usual concaves on each side; the working edge is
straight, 0,25-1 em. wide. There are nille examples of this variety. and five are on
blades. The type also occurs on the south coast of New South 'Vales (McCarthy, 1943,
143, fig. 35).
It might he mentioned that projections from the margins of implements are utilized
t01' noses by simple trimming, but where they are not available it is necessary fm' the
workman to fOl"m a nose by making 1\vo eoncaves and trimming the projection between
them. If the nose was used for engraving, the concaves would enahle it to penetrate
more deeply into the wood. The large numbers of concave and Hosed tools suggest that
the industry was the product of a people who used wooden weapon,:,. utensils. and other
articles.
Placers.

One is a ridged thumbnail scraper with a tiny point on a semi·discoid edge. One
(Fig. 60) has a point at one end between two oblique concaves. and an ohlique concave
at the other end with a piercer point on the cornel'. One is of elollera shape, has a
pierceI' point on one corner. two concuves with a sharp nose between them, and a
rounded nose all the other corner; its lateral margin is trimmed. The finest example
has a long narrow pierceI' in the middle of its convex lateral margin {Fig. 591. Ten
are short, triangular points similar to the nose but definitely of tile I)iel'cer type. and
apart from one blade are irregular flakes. Two (Figs. 57---58) are elongate l)ointed
blades trimmed on both oblique margin!:' leading to the distal eud: one of these is
roughly serrated. and has a concave on oue margin. One is an oblique trimllled hlade,
3·5 cm. long, with a concave serrated thin margin. and the trinlluillg on both lateral
margins meets at the distal end to form the pierceI' point. Six are less than 3 cm.,
the balance up to 5·5 em. long.
BII1'inate.~.

The range of types is similar to that from the south coast 01' New South ,"Vales
(McCarthy. 1943. 143-4, figs. 96-103), but there are nOlle among the bundi points. The
classification followed is that of Noolle (1934),
A. 81Julled.
(1) ('1'lItml (bl'(··rlf'-jillkl
(Fig. 61) :-A perfect examplf> on which two oblique
spa lis. one ou each side, form the working edge. 4 CIn. long.
(5) (.'o/"/c(J-l"e:-Concave spall opposed to concave spall. Three examples are all
nalTOW bla.des. and the burinate edge is t'01'11led by one spall. One (Fig·. 62) is a double,
and has the burinate edge at aIle end formed against a flat surface. 4'5-6 cm. long.
B. Scaled.
(1) BeveI snded:-Oblique line of scales opposed to vertical spall. One (Fig. 63),
3 em. long, is formed by one spall. The other one (Fig. 64). 4 cm. long. is formed by
4

spall also. and is a double. with several shortened spaBs forming the edge at the
other end.
(5, ('()II('(ln'·s("(llf'd:~Concave line of scales opposed to vertical spaH (Fig. 65,.
A series of seven sped mens 3-5 cm. long. Six are forIlled by one, and one by two spalls.
The spall runs the full iength of the face on two, and ends in a jag-like ledge on the
other five. The concan~s are shallow on the majori,ty and are 1-1·5 Clll. wide. Tv{\) are
nuclei utilized for burinate purposes.
(6) RO.'ltrate-s("aled:-Vertical line of scales opposed to convex spall.
TIle ouly
specimen (Fig. 6!:l). is a particularly fine example 4 Clll. long. It Ilas a shallow concave
1 cm. wide agaiust which the spall has been knapped.
(8) (}ou1l1er-,'}("uled:-Scale opposed to scale. Oue (F'ig. fi8). ;-~ cm. long. is trimmed
on its lateral and end margins, and the burinate edge is fOl'TIled on the corner between
them. The other one (Fig. 67) is 6·5 cm. long, and on oue surface two spalls have heen
removed in addition to the counter-scaling.
There are in addition four utilized bul"illates. tWO spa lIed and two scaled. ~-4'5 cm.
long.

Olle

Cu.ttiug edge.

There is a sluall number of knives from Singleton in compal'isoll with south coast.
stations (McCarthy, 1943, 144" but the cutting edges on the elouem. bOlldi points, and
other implements are to be noted.
Among the knives, eighteen are blades. and twelve are pointed. Nine have faceted
butts, and five are asymmetrical segments with crust backs. Si~teen are less than 3 em.,
the balance up to 9 em. long.
Among those with a serrated edge (Fig. 34 J, nineteen are lateral, with their longest
margins serrated, seven are end, one side and end, and three double side and end. One
of the latter is pointed. and another (Fig. 36). which is rectangular. is very finely and
carefully toothed right round its periphery, the trimming being done from the outer face.
On five the serrated edge is saw-like. and tiny squills have been removed from both
facets of the edge. One (Fig. 39, is an elongate·oval blade. 8 em. long, with a crust outer
surface. and a steep-faced concave serrated edge. Annther one, 6 em. long. has a notched
serrated lateral margin. steeply worked.
Foul' have faceted hutts. and fiYe are
asymmetrical segmf>nts with crust backs.
}'abrit-a-tQ1's.

Only eleven specimens were collected. even though a careful seal'ch was made for
them. and it is difficult to understand why they are so scarce in this industry. It 18
appal'ent that they were used for a purpose of greater importance. Ol' of a commoner
nature. on the south coast of New South 'Vales where they occur in comparatively lat'ge
numbers (l\lcCarthy, 1943, 132, 145). than in the Singleton district. FOUl" bf'ar one
trimmed lateral mal'gin, and one of these has a rounded nose on a corner. in addition
to the fahricator edge. Two have faceted butts. Five are of the punch variety. One,
with a faceted butt, has a gouge-shaped fabricator edge at the distal end. Oue is made
of quartz.
One (Fig. 37) has two concave fabricator edg"es separated by a short
straig"ht edge of the same type.
An unusual specimen is a large crescentic flake of chert with a faceted hutto Heavy
trimming. more in the nature of fabricator use. extends around one edge of t~e curved
lateral margin for one-third of its length. and along the balance of this margin along
the other edge. The chord is partly sel'l'ated. 9 em. long.
V.

Bondi Points.

The series conforms in all respects to that of the south coast of New South 'Vales
(lI:lcCarthy, 1943. 145-49. figs. 37-69). Narrow hlades predominate in comparison with
the broad and rudder forms.
Confonnation.-Fillished points with triangular transverse section are more
numerous than those with trapezoidal section. Cuned blades are pOOl'}y represented,

perhaps because of the homogeneous and easily wOl'ked materials.
to 2 em. wide. Points trimmed on the left margin, when the inner
are more numerous than those trimmed on the right margin.
Metlwcl oj trinl?lIing.-Study of the Singleton series has revealed
in regard to the manner ill which the points were made. McCarthy
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out that the trimming was begun at the distal 01' point end on the inner edge (on the
majority J, or on both edges. The butt was either plain or faceted, or on a minority it
was trimmed, thus leaving a section of plain edge along the margin. The usual practice
then was to extend the trimming along the inner edge to the plain or faceted butt,
and, finally, to trim the butt to a rounded shape ,to complete the point.
Thus were
produced two varieties: (a) a completely trimmed single-edged point, and (b J a point
trimmed completely along the inner edge, and at the distal end on the outer edge also,
Finally, the trimming all the (b) variety was completed along the outer edge and round
the hutt to make a cOlllpletely trimmed double-edged point. As shown by the table,
plain and faceted butts were often left untrimmed. The faceted butt may he wedge or
tl'alit'zoid in shallP, The well marked varieties of b')/1fH points produced in the aboye
IllanlIer were probably all used. although some constitute stag·es in the manufacture
of the ideal or standard forms (McCaI'th:L 194:1. 148, figs. 49-511. Exceptions to the
above procedure in trimming are very few_ oue being occasional points tl'immed at the
butt end only.
Par·tly trimmed.-As shown in the tahle, all vadeties are l'epl'esented, but (o), (i)
ann U/J are scarce in the industry. Two specimens are trimmed at the butt end only,
The series includes eighteen broad blades, 1'5-2 ell!. wide. and up to 3·5 CIlL long. nine
of which al'e trimmed on one edge only. The rudder form is t"airly com mOll.
Due
exceptional specimen has a trimnwd butt, quite straight and at right angles to the
margins, is 1·5 cm. wide. has all oblique shallow concave edge 2·25 cm. long, and is
trimmed partly down the chord.
'
O·tle edge trimmed (Figs. 84-92) ,-The series ranges from tiny nano,'" to bl'oad
blades 1·5 cm. long, to elongate narrow and broad 1Jlades 7·5 cm. long. There is only one
specimen of the maximum length. the margin of which ls lightly trimmed (Fig. 84),
and it constitutes the longest bOlldi point yet re<,:ol'ded. Narrow 1Jlades predominate in
this group. The majority have a convex and neatly trimmed margin, and a number
bear humps not ftattened out in trimming, One CF'ig. 8SJ, 1·75 eIll. wide and 4·25 em.
long, has a trimmed nose on the co rue I' of its hutt and two tiny triangular projections
along the thick margin. Oue (Fig. 92) .has a nose in the middle of its trimmed margin.
The trimming extends round the butt to the chord edge on a few specimens (.F'ig. 89"
Due has three small com'aves round its butt end. and several (Figs. 86-87) have
concave butts.
Tu'o edges trimmed (Figs. 93-97) .-There are man}' beautifully fashioned points in
this group, on which the thick margin is flattenerl or rendered slightly convex by the
trimming, so, tllat they are very neatly backed.
On the majorit.y the outline of the
trimmed margin is from straight to convex. Oue 1s of quartz and is 2·75 elll. long,
Three have a convex distal end and a prominent point useful fo}' piercing. The longest
specimen is figured (Fig. 95). and it is the lal'gest example of the type yet recorded. On
many specimens in this group the butt is faceted on the outer edge and trimmed on the
inner edge. The trimming extends round the butt to the chord edge on some specimens.
The sel'ies l'allges from 1·25 to 6·5 cm. long.
Tu'o maryi.1ls Irimmed.·-Fourteen specimens bear partial trimming ()11 the ehord.
but nonE' for its full length. One (Fig. 9$) is a piece of very fine and hard chert
trimmed along both lateral margins; the distal end is an obHque edge. 0·25 CIll. long
and lightly squilled. The hutt bears a shallow <':OlH'ave on one ::;ide, a curved trimmed
edge extends half-way aCI'oss to where a piece has been broken off, and this concave edge
is lightly trimmed. It is, in general terms, a bilateral symmetrieal point. :~ cut. long,
1·75 cm. wide at the butt.
'Three edge~ trimmcll.-.F'ifteen spedme1ls heal' partial tl'imming on the chord in
addition to the trimming of the two edges 011 the thick margin 01· back, but only one
is trimmed along the full length of the chord.
Butt,~The butt is trimmed on the Ulaj()J'ity, as shown in the table. but attention is
drawn to the difficulty of distinguishing faceted butts on the double-edge trimmed points
on which the faceting is often effaced in the shaping ~)f the butt: the faeeted butt iF> thus
commoner in this group than the tuble indicates.
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Several very long points have a trimmed straight-edged butt, sleep-faced. and at
right angles to the margins. One has a semi-concave hutto two have shaped butts in
the form of a nose, and the fluted butt of triangular shape (l\lcCal'thy, 1943, fig. 59) is
well represented. Among the single-edged trimmed series five have transverse rightangled butts (Fig. 89).
The pointed butt is common. there being sixty examples
(Figs. 85-86).
Thin 1//argin use.-The use of this margin ranges from primary squilling due to
knife use to a saw-like edge. and trimm.iug 01' scraper use which includes tiny concaves.
One broken point has a trimmed nose on the corner of this margin.
Picrcer usc.-Tl'imming on the chord at the distal end in addition to that on the
thkk margin is present on twelve specimens only, The fact that so few rlOl1di points are
trimmed in this manner, both at Singleton and on the south coast of New South Wales,
indicates that it was done for a special purpose. and was not merely intended to
strengthen the point. The most probable use would be for puncturing the skin in
connection with the letting of blood during ceremonies.
,"'ize,~,-The following is an analysis of the lengths of the complete points. the
balance lacking the distal end: 0-2 cm .. 60; 2-3 em., 157; 3-4 em., 71: 4-5 em .. 41;
5-6 em.. 10; 6-7 cm., 4; 7-8 em., 2. Those between 2 and 3 em. are in the majority,
and those less than 3 em. definitely predominate, as on the south coast of New South
Wales (McCarthy, 1943, 133, 149,.
A large number of broken points were found on the surface. damaged by the cattle
grazing oyer the paddocks; one of us (F.A.D.) has dug out lal'ge numbers of complete
points. but has not found any broken ones in the deposit.
VI. Geometrical Microliths.
The geometrical micl'oliths, comprising 245 specimens. constitute a more important
group in this industry than on any of the south coast statiens. where the highest totai
of sixty-six was for Nnrth Cronulla (McCarthy. 1943, 133). In addition. a total of 163
normal flake and blade implements. and 217 1)Ollfli points (including 14 of the rudder
variety and 33 oblique trimmed blades) are less than 3 cm. long. :Most of the geometrical
micl'oliths are well made. with evenly trimmed margins, and although irregular and
hump).' trimming occurs, the series is well deYeloped. The pieces are usually trimmed
on the inner edge of the margin, and the trimming often extends to the other edge, as
on the bonrli points.
Conforlilat1u71.-They are made from bladelets of either trapezoid or triangular
transverse section broader and shorter on the ayerage than those used for bondi points.
TrH})ezoid.-The type forms the most numerous series in the industry. There are
two val'ieries, distinguished by the trimmed or untrimmed short pamllel lateral margin.
In both varieties are fOUl' main shapes. as folio,,\": «(/) elongate. including both
symmetrical and asymmetl'ical forms: (li i medium. a symmetrical form in which the
short parallel lateral margin is often the same length as the trimmed end margins;
(d shcl'{, including both symmetl'ieal and asymmetrical forms, often broader than
long; (rl) Olle trimmed end mal'gin is at right angles to the lateral margins.
The
proportions vary from elongate and narrow to short and broad, and a minority are as
broad as. 01' broader than, their length. The 1(/' variety predominates, the (b) variety
being scarCE'I' than «('I and (d).
There arE' sixty-six specimens (Figs. 99-105, with the shorter parallel margin
untrimmed. One exc:eptional example (Fig. 105) is 5 em. long and 2 em. wide. but has
both pointed ends missing. There are four of the (dl yariet)'. 1-3'5 em. long.
There are fifty (Figs. 106-112) with the shorter parallel margin trimmed.
The
asymmetrieal form is in the majority, and there are very few specimens of the
symmetrical type, Nine have the shorter parallel margin defined hy a sharp-edged peak
{Fig. lOS) at one or both ends. On two the two oblique end margins are coneaye
(Fig. 110). giving them a tanged shape. 1-2'75 em. long.
Seg-ment (Figs. 113-120).-Most of the specimens are pointed at ea(:h end, but
several are rounded and blunt.
They are longer on the average than the other
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geometrical microliths. In shape they vary from long and narrow to short and hl·oad.
and some are semi-circular. The chord is straight on all but one, the only crescent in the
series. Two have a concave near Olle end of the chord (Fig. 1151. One has t'vo trimmed
edges on the butt. which is faceted, and its chord is heavily worked. especially where it
joins the edge of the butt. 1'75-4 cm. long, and 0'75-2 cm. wide.
Scalene (Figs. 122. 124-25, 129) .-The junction of the fWO trimmed margins consists
of a peak on one edge. or a shal'p ridge extending from iunel' to outer face; this area on
a minority is rounded. The series val'Y from elongate and narrow to short and broad
forms. The most remarkable microlith (Fig. 124) in the collection is of the bracket
type; its slightlY convex trimmed margins joined by a prominent peak. and it is very
earefully fashioned. 1-3 cm. long, three being 1 cm. only.
Equila.teral (Figs. 121, 123).-A uniform series in which the two trimmed IUcu'gins
meet. on all hut one specimen which is rounded, in a peak 01" ridge from inner to
'JuteI' face. All are less than 1·5 em. long.
Hat-~halJetl (Figs. 127-28) .-Two specimens only, one of which is twice as wide as
it is long. being 0·75 cm. long and 1'5 Clll. wide.
J.'losceleR (Fig. 126) .-Three are very narrow, only 1)·7 cm. wide. ill relation to
their length, ami seven are 1-1'5 em. wide. One has a deep eou<:UYe tl'immed edge 1 em.
wide on its chord margin. One has a trimmed oblique end. 1,5-2,5 cm. long.
Oblique trimmed blades (Fig. 79).-The thirty-three examples are included in the
total of bondi points, but as they appeal' to be distinclive and not intended to be made
into points. they al'e included here. They are 1'5-3 cm. long. and up to 2 cm. wide.
The trimmed oblique edge may be concave, stl'aight 01' convex. Those more than 3 em.
long are included with the distal end scrapers.
Discoids are not represented.
End or tluonbnail (Figs. 25-26).-There are cnly twenty-two distal eud scrapers
in the non:nal flake and blade group less than 3 em. long, and of these five are duckbills.
The majority are flattened, but some are high-crowned.
JIicr-o·bu·rhl.-An example (Fig. 66J of the stigmate type {Campbell and Noone,
1943.294. figs, 37-41,. 2 em. long and 0·75 cm. wide. It has several trimmed concave
edges on the same margin as the stigmate.
,s]JeC'ial]Jieces.-0ne (Fig. 132) is a symmetrical piece 2 em. long. with a pronouuced
shoulder ou one margin. Due (Fig. 130) is a tiny piece 1·5 em. lung. with a convex-edged
nose. and two pointed projections on its margin which is trimmed all l"Oulld.
One
(Fig. 134) is a {minted oblique trimmed blade, trimmed on both margins of the poiut.
with a straight faceted butt trimmed on its inner edge; it is 2·5 em. long and 1'5 em.
wide.
One (Fig. 131; is a miniature blade 2 cm. long with a cOllcave and 110se on olle
COl'ller. Oue (Fig. 135) is an elQuera-like piece 2·5 em. long". trimmed on one edge of the
thick margin and butt·end, and on tIle distal end are two sharp piercer-like projections
dud a l'ounded nose separated by concaves. One (Fig. 133) is a rounded piece 2 em. long.
with a pointed crown on its upper surface, a concave aud a pierceI' on ihe margin.
Sizes.-An analysis of the lengths of the geometrical mierolit!ls, with the exception
of the oblique trimmed blades inclUded with the bundi points. is as follows: 0-1 em., 6-;
1-2 cm., 157; 2-:~ em., 63: 3-4 em., 13 (nine segments and uue trapezoid); 4-5 cm.. 4
H,".'o segments and two trapezoids).
VII. Glass Implements.
The abol'igines are known to have used glass ohtained from the wbite man ill
various parts of Australia, especially in the Kimberley dis;:rict. Backhouse 0843. 433)
:illustrated a death-spear armed with a single row of glass chips thal he saw l:l native
carrying near the Cambewarra Mountain. south coast of New South \Vales. A lUI'ge
series of glass implements was collected at Singleton, the glass varying {I'om 1)·5 to 1 em.
in thickness. and comprising green. brown. blne, amber and white 8hades O[ colour.
Patches of broken bottles. among which are the implements_ were found in isolated
lo<:alities, especially beside the railway line. riYer bank. the branch road through

Gowrie. near tree stumps, and along the margin of the terrace. None appeared to be
embedded with the stone implements. nor have we dug them out from under the surface.
but some pieces were stuck in the surface of the clay as a result of rain softening the
ground. It should be pointed out that basic Australian stone flake and blade types
are reproduced in the glass and other materials which are known to have been used
in the Singleton district by the aborigines after contact with the early settlers. The
fact that concave and nosed tools are so common in glass indicates that the most recent
natives used much the same kinds of knapped impJements as their terrace ancestors.
No bondi points or geometrical microliths in glass were found. The series comprises
side, end. concave and nosed scrapers, and piercers, a description of which is as follows:
Bide.-Both straight and convex edges are well represented, and the nondescript
fragments of glass used have from one to three trimmed margins, comprising side, side
and end, double side, double side and end scrapel's. The trimming is from either the
concave 0)' convex surface of the glass. One has two trimmed margins at right angles
to each other. the corner where they meet being suitable for piercing work. Many of
these specimens. and other pieces showing no signs of use. no douht sen'ed as knives_
2-7 em. long.
End.-The end of an elongate, narrow piece of glass is trimmed. and this restl"icted
working edge varies from straight to convex. Two are trimmed on the outer edge of one
end, the spall-scars extending 'down the convex surface as though for use in the same
manner as a plane. Que of the nosed scrapers has the same type. of edge. 2-6 em. long.
Conca·ve.-A splendid series of examples, well used and heavily chipped.
The
eoncaves are 0'5-2'5 em. wide, and up to 1 cm. deep. There are as luany as three
on the one piece of glass, and pairs are common. 2'5~6'5 em. 100ig.
Nosed.-Twelve have broad rounded noses, and five have narrow noses_ The noses
have the usual pairs of concaves bounding them, and on one lacking them the nose is
on the end. Four have the nose on a cornel'. and three on an end. 2'5-6· cm. long.
Piercet's.-The projections are' narrow and carefully trimmed, with a concave on
each side, and dil:Ier from the nosed type only in the sharply pointed and prepared
piercer. There is one pierceI' on each specimen only, four at the end, three on the
corner, and one on a lateral margin. One small example, 3 em. long, is trimmed all
round; it is elongate hour-glass in shape. with two small rounded noses worked from
the concave surface of the glass on the same margin as the piercer. and a deep concave
working edge worked from the convex surface all the opposite margin.
Other materials.-A number of fragments of crockery and insulator appeal' to have
been used as scrapers,' and are 2'5-3 em. long. A piece of grey roof-slate. 10 cm. long,
irregular trapezoid in shape, has its longest margin selTated for 7 cm.. the serrations
being small and close together.
Affinities.
The Singleton material belongs to the elouera industry. and agrees very closely in
composition with the south coast stations, especially north Cronulla (McCarthy. 1943),
The tula adze-flake, symmetrical point, and thirty arapia-like normal flake and blade
implements and blocks are the only similarities with the industries of the interior, but
they are considered to be fortuitous and of no cultural significance. The abundance of
geometrical microliths supports the contention of McCarthy (1943, 151) that the elouera
industry is a variant of the microlithic 01' bondi culture.
Miss L. Hall's study (1928) showed that all elements of the elollera industry
excepting the geometrical microliths occur at Morna Point and Anna Bay, where grey
chert and porphyry are the materials used. The industry is found throughout the
Newcastle district, at the mouth of the Hunter River, and although the Australian
Museum possesses a few geometrical microliths from this area. they appear to be scarce;
grey chert is the principal material. The Singleton phase of the industry is found at
Bulga. some fifteen miles to the south on Cockfighter Creek, where one of us (F.A.D.)
has collected the implements on eroded patches of soil similar to the Singleton stations.
It would be interesting to know whether the industry occurs on the terrace both lower
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d~wn a~d higher up the valley than Singleton, and also along the Goulbur11 and other

trIbutanes wherever the terrace exists.

. ~: matter of some. importance is that both mortars and edge-ground axes are
PiactIc.all y absent at ~lllgleton-none of the former have been collected, and only one
edge-~l ound blade wInch was found about half a mile from the main collecting site at
Go.wn~. 011e of us .(F.A.D.) has suggested that the absence of mortars may be accounted

fOJ b,:r :he I~Ck of seed and nut foods at Singleton, because mortars are found in
aSSOCIation WIth the Kurrajong tree and the JJacrozamia palm, on the slopes of the
sandstone r~nges near Bulga, and are used in the preparatinn of their seeds for food.
The edge-~IOUnd axes present a different problem. They are ploughed up at Bulga
~eIford, Milbrodale, and :Maitland, and axe·grinding grooves in .'iitu oceul' in the bed o~
:co~ltield. Creek: neal' Greta (Enright, 1936, 23) and at Bulga. These localities are all
wIthm ~hlrty mIles of Singleton, and the contention might be raised that they were
;~e-maklllg centres because suitable pebbles and grinding stone were available a;ld that
lllglet~n was a kn~PPing site only; such an assertion, however, fails to eX;llain why
:xes a.Ie,not found III the latter district at all. Had they been in use by the natives
h~ loamed over the alluvial flats, now under cultivation and used for dairvin
PUl.poses, exam~les would most probably have been found.
In the opinion OfresI~e~ts near Smgleton, the flood depositions of the Hunter River since the da\'s of tIl
~borl:mes, about one hundred years ago, have not been sufficient to bury axes t~o deePl;
tort~.e~ tolbe turned up by the plough, and the only floods that appear to have risen
o
lS ev.e are those of 1897 and 1929. In addition, we could expect to find axes
e~bed.ded III the terrace in association with the knapped implements or to be eroded
:~om It had they been made or used by the same people. Thus a reasonable conclusion
_trheaCh appears to be that the knapped implements herein described are not associated
Wl
edge-ground axes.
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Fawcett (.1898, 153, 180) stated that fifty years previously, in about 1850 the
weap.ons and Impl~ments used by the Wonnah-ruahs consisted of the ordinarv ~ ear
:ulh.pronged fishIllg spear, spear-thrower, clubs, shield, returning and non-r~tur~il1~
°lomeran:~. tomahawks or hatchets made of a rudely sharpened stone of a hard dark
~o ?ur, w lch ~as_ first chipped out and then ground to an edge, and fitted to a handle
n~ves made of flInt used for cutting up meat, chips of ftint or shells used in skinnin '
::::UI:I:~ ya~s~c~, bags made of plaited swamp~grass, nets, wooden bowls up to thre:
, an
ar. canoes. Their clothing consisted of cloaks made of opossum skins
sewn together, a gIrdle, and Nautilus sheH necklet. No indication is given of wheth .
I
or not the author actually saw these natives with hafted stone' axes, and usin t:
flakes, or whether he surmised that they did.
There is every reason t
g., e
therefore. that the natives whom the first white settlers a d
I..
0 belIe\'e.
culture and used shells.
n exp OJ el S met had an axe
Only one hache-courte, 01' one end of a sumatra-type unlface ebbl .
indicative of any Kartan cultUlal influence at Smgleton but _ 1 P
e Imple~nent. IS
Occur in abundance at Bulga. The uniface pebbl i i '
lmp ~ll1ents of thIS group
an adaptation of the technique to local materials. e mp ements at Smgleton demonstrate
No other stone culture has been found near Singleton It h as b
are lacking. and one of us (F.A.D.) has searched extensi;el ov . een shown that axes
come across any other artefacts. The possibility must not b:
e.~ t~e dflats , but has. not
merely hunted in the area and camped elsewhere, but this' o:-el ~ob e t~at t~e natives
gam~ and fish available. Fawcett (1898, 152) stated t~a:m~~o ~le III VIew of ~he
consIsted of between five and six h d
"
e
onnah-ruah tnbe
~n the country drained by the Hunte~nR~:~r~l~~V;:Sl::i:U~::~al d~t~ict. Which ~ncluded
mformed us :hat the Wonnah-ruah group was a horde of ;:~ K:~~V. ~'. E~~'Ight has
residents of Smgleton state that between fifiYand s i x t .
lalol tIlbe. Old
hundred natives lined up in the town for food
d bl Y;ealS ago they saw up to three
parts of the surrounding country; the cam an
an ets, but t~ey came from many
Station according to Mr White
h Y b ped regularly on vanous parts of Gowrie
,
"
w a was orn there and Whose father was interested
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in their welfare.
They used glass. which they obtained from the residents. for
implements.
There is no record of the use of stone barbs, such as bondi points or geometrical
microliths, on the spears.
In the light of the above evidence, let us consider the antiquity of the industry.
Three possibilities present themselves, as follow: (0) They were made by natives who
lived on the terrace when it extended right across the valley. (b) They were made at
some remote date subsequent to We formation of the! present alluvial flats. (c) They
were made by the people who were living in the area at the time of white settlement.
It might be mentioned that micl"oliths are mesolithic in age in many parts of theworld. but their use extends well into the neolithic and even into the bronze a~es in some
places. In Ceylon. N. A. and H. V. V. Noone (1940) found them on the surface of knolls
and rises along grassy ridges, on the slopes of which were larger implements, and some
of them were embedded to a depth of two feet, hut there was nothing to indicate theil'
antiquity. Campbell and Noone (1943, 303), from their study of South Australian
microliths. reached the conclusion that while they are evidence of an extinct culture.
there is no reason why their use did not survive till recent times.
Although the implements are embedded to a depth of six inches in the terrace at
Singleton, the shallow layer covering them could have been caused by wind-blown dust
lodging in the grass and constantly building up a greater thickness of soil over them.
At presenLrain-water is eroding the plateau. At New Freagh there is a layer of sand
covering part of the workshop.
In regard to (0), the extensive distribution of the implements on the terrace on both
sides of the river. and their limitation to the terrace, form the most important evidence
in support of their having been made by natives who lived on the terrace when it
extended right across the valley. David (1907) stated that, "To the epoch of this
maximum subsidence, when the raised beaches were formed, belong, perhaps, the high
level alluvials, containing, near Branxton. the remains of the extinct elephantine
marsupial Nototherium" (p. 340); and, "The highest level alluvials are of two types:
(l) red sandy soils and ancient flood loams passing downwards into grittier material, and
(2) coarser river gravels, in which jasper pebbles are very numerous and conspicuous
of considerable geological antiquity, as theY belong to an epoch when the HUDter
River was flowing at an altitude of one hundred feet above that of its present channel;
obviously many thousands of years would be needed for the deepening of so wide a
yaIley as that of the Hunter by as much as one hundred feet" (p. 288).
(b) It appears that the makers of the implements had access to the layer of pebbles
at the base of the terrace, at Gowrie at least, and this factor is an important one in
support of the conclusion that they were made subsequent to the formation of the
alluvial flats. If this is so. the terrace stone·workers preferred to live on the high
levels, as scattered fireplaces were noted among the implements, than on the river banks
and flats. In any case, they carried the pebbles to the top of the terraee to make their
implements. It must be remembered, also, that they are not associated with edge·ground
axes. which were used by the most recent natives inhabiting the Hunter vaHey.
(c J The fact that the elouera industry occurs on what are commonly regarded as
the most recent kitchen-middens in the Newcastle district and south coast areas
indicates that it survived there till the coming of the white man, and this view is
supported by its association with edge-ground implements. bone and shell tools, all of
which are lacking at Singleton. The glass and crockery tools are obviously the product
of the most recent aborigines, who also smoked clay-pipes. and although the nosed and
concave scrapers in glass reproduce two types important in the terrace stone industry_
it must not be forgotten that blJlldi points and geometrical rnicroliths in glass have not
been found, and there are no technical difficulties in their manufacture in this material.
The above evidence appears to indicate that the terrace implements form a pre-axe
industry at Singleton. which has survived, minus the geometrical microliths, in other
parts of the Hunter valley until the coming of the white man. It is possible that it is
the oldest culture in the vaHey, but further information is required hefore the antiquity
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of mall in this area can be decided. Distributional data from terrace localities elsewhere
in the valley will enable us to decide whether the industry occurs only at this level.
Browne (1924) mentioned a similar terrace at Wingen, fiftY4seven miles up the valley
from Singleton.
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